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Castles in their Bones
by Laura Sebastian
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by Xiran Jay Zhao

Trained since birth in the arts of
deception, seduction and violence,
princesses Sophronia, Daphne and
Beatriz find their loyalties tested
when each enters into a marriage to
help make their mother’s dream of
ruling Vesteria come true.

Offering herself up as a concubinepilot to assassinate the man
responsible for her sister’s death,
18-year-old Zetian discovers her true
destiny as an Iron Widow and must
use her strength to force her society
to stop failing its women and girls.
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by Orson Scott Card
Waking up in a cloning factory on a
seemingly abandoned Earth, Laz
struggles to survive in the barren
wasteland he’s now trapped in,
where his only bright spot is a clone
who could be the key to the
mysteries plaguing him.

Only a M
Monst
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er
by Vanessa Len
When she discovers that her family
are monsters with terrifying, hidden
powers, Joan must embrace her
own monstrousness if she is to save
herself and her family from a
legendary monster slayer who will
do anything to bring her family
down.

The Gilded Ones
by Namina Forna
Inspired by the culture of West Africa,
a feminist fantasy debut traces the
experiences of an intuitive girl who is
invited to leave her discriminatory
village to join the emperor’s army of
near-immortal women warriors.

by Karen M. McManus
Deciding to ditch school together,
former friends Ivy, Cal and Mateo, in
one chance move, find their day
turning from dull to deadly when
another student is murdered right in
front of them.

Cold
by Mariko Tamaki
After being murdered, Todd Mayer,
now some sort of ghost, replays the
events that led to his death, while
Georgia, who didn’t know Todd but
feels a strange connection, sets out to
expose a killer in their quiet town.
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by Sarah J Maas
As the royal assassin to an evil king,
eighteen-year-old Celaena
Sardothien must decide what she will
fight for--survival, love, or the future
of a kingdom.
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